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Abstract. A new definition of combinatorial pure subring in terms of faces of convex
polytopes is given. Using the new definition together with the elimination property of
lexicographic monomial order, lexicographic squarefree initial ideals of toric ideals coming
from the set of positive roots of the root systems Bn, Cn, Dn and BCn are constructed
explicitly.
Introduction
Let A be a finite subset of Zn and let K[t, t−1, s] denote the Laurent polynomial ring
K[t1, t−11 , . . . , tn, t−1n , s] over a field K . We associate A with the homogeneous semigroup
ring K[A] = K[{tas : a ∈ A}], the subalgebra of K[t, t−1, s] generated by all monomials
tas with a ∈ A, where ta = ta11 · · · tann if a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ Zn. Let K[x] = K[{xa :
a ∈ A}] be the polynomial ring in the variables xa with a ∈ A over K . The toric ideal
IA of A is the kernel of the surjective homomorphism π : K[x] → K[A] defined by
π(xa) = tas for all a ∈ A. It is known that IA is generated by all binomials xu − xv
with π(xu) = π(xv). See, e.g., [12, Corollary 4.3]. Since IA is generated by binomials,
the reduced Gröbner basis of IA consists of binomials. It is known that, if there exists a
monomial order such that the initial ideal of IA is generated by squarefree monomials, then
K[A] is normal.
The notion of combinatorial pure subrings was introduced by Ohsugi–Herzog–Hibi
[9] and very useful when we study toric ideals and some ring-theoretical properties of toric
rings.
ORIGINAL DEFINITION. Let {ta1, . . . , tan} be a set of monomials of K[t1, . . . , td ].
Suppose that the semigroup ring K[ta1, . . . , tan] is homogeneous, i.e.,
K[ta1, . . . , tan] =
∞⊕
i=0
(K[ta1, . . . , tan])i
with tai ∈ (K[ta1, . . . , tan])1 for all i. Then R is a combinatorial pure subring of
K[ta1, . . . , tan] if there exists a subset T ′ of {t1, . . . , td} such that K[ta1, . . . , tan]
∩ K[T ′] = R.
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Roughly speaking, combinatorial pure subring has the following properties:
• Any monomial order is an elimination order;
• Several ring-theoretical properties (normal, Koszul etc.) are preserved.
In Section 1, we will give a new definition of combinatorial pure subrings as follows:
GEOMETRIC DEFINITION. Let A′ be a subset of A. The subring K[A′] ⊂ K[A] is
a combinatorial pure subring of K[A] if there exists a face F of the convex hull of A such
that A ∩ F = A′.
In Section 2 and 3, by using geometric definition of combinatorial pure subrings, we
study toric ideals coming from the set of positive roots of the root systems Bn, Cn, Dn and
BCn.
Let Φ ⊂ Zn be one of the classical root systems An−1, Bn, Cn, Dn and BCn ([7, pp.
64–65]) for n ≥ 2 and write Φ+ for the configuration consists of all positive roots of Φ,
that is
A+n−1 = {ei − ej : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n} ,
D+n = A+n−1 ∪ {ei + ej : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n} ,
B+n = D+n ∪ {e1, . . . , en} ,
C+n = D+n ∪ {2e1, . . . , 2en} ,
BC+n = B+n ∪ C+n .
Here ei is the ith unit coordinate vector of Rn.
Essentially, toric ideals arising from root systems was first studied by Gelfand, Graev
and Postnikov [6]. They construct an explicit regular (called coherent in [6]) unimodular
triangulation of the convex hull of A+n−1 ∪ {0} where 0 is the origin of Rn. (A triangulation
Δ is called unimodular if the normalized volume of each simplex in Δ is 1.) Using the
triangulation, they proved that the normalized volume of the convex hull of A+n−1 ∪ {0}








On the other hand, thanks to the following proposition, their triangulation guarantees
the existence of a squarefree quadratic initial ideal of toric ideals IA+n−1∪{0}.
PROPOSITION ([12]). A triangulation Δ of the convex hull of A ⊂ Zn is regular if
and only if the Stanley–Reisner ideal of Δ equals to the radical of the initial ideal of IA
with respect to a monomial order. Moreover, a regular triangulation is unimodular if and
only if the corresponding initial ideal is radical.
Motivated by [6], it was proved in [10] that IB+n ∪{0}, IC+n ∪{0} and ID+n ∪{0} possess a
squarefree quadratic initial ideal.
The role of the origin is essential in the study [6] of hypergeometric functions. The
reason why they computed the normalized volume of the convex hull of A+n−1 ∪{0} is that it
equals to the number of linearly independent solutions of the hypergeometric system arising
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from A+n−1. However, from the commutative algebraic point of view, it is natural to study
IΦ+ . Kitamura [8] studied the toric ideal IA+n−1
and proved that IA+n−1
possesses a squarefree
initial ideal generated by monomials of degree ≤ 3. In the present paper, we study IB+n , IC+n ,
ID+n and IBC+n . Let K[a, b, f, e] = K[{ai}1≤i≤n∪{bi}1≤i≤n∪{fi,j }1≤i<j≤n∪{ei,j }1≤i<j≤n]
be the polynomial ring in n2 + n variables over a field K and let π : K[a, b, f, e] →
K[t, t−1, s] be the homomorphism defined by setting
π(ai) = t2i s , π(bi) = tis , π(fi,j ) = ti t−1j s , π(ei,j ) = ti tj s .
Toric ideals arising from root systems are
IA+n−1
= ker π ∩ K[f] ,
ID+n = ker π ∩ K[f, e] ,
IB+n = ker π ∩ K[b, f, e] ,
IC+n = ker π ∩ K[a, f, e] ,
IBC+n = ker π .
Let <lex be the lexicographic order on K[a, b, f, e] induced by the ordering of the variables
a1 > · · · > an > f1,2 > f2,3 > f1,3 > · · · > fn−1,n > · · · > f1,n
> en−1,n > en−2,n−1 > en−2,n > · · · > e1,2 > · · · > e1,n
> b1 > · · · > bn .
As an application of the new definition of combinatorial pure subrings, we compute the
reduce Gröbner basis of IΦ+ with respect to the lexicographic order induced by <lex , where
Φ is one of the root systems Bn, Cn, Dn and BCn.
THEOREM. Let Φ be one of the root systems Bn, Cn, Dn and BCn. Then the ini-
tial ideal of IΦ+ with respect to the lexicographic order induced by <lex is generated by
squarefree monomials of degree ≤ 3.
COROLLARY. Let Φ be one of the root systems Bn, Cn, Dn and BCn. Then K[Φ+]
is normal.
In Section 4, since the original motivation of [6] is the normalized volume, we compute
the normalized volume of the convex hull of Φ+ by using Gröbner bases.
1. Combinatorial pure subrings
In the present section, we introduce a new definition of combinatorial pure subring [9]
in terms of “faces of convex polytopes.” For example, a generalization of combinatorial
pure subrings defined in [3] is a special case of the new definition. Combinatorial pure
subrings has a strong property for the elimination property of Gröbner bases. The original
definition of combinatorial pure subring is as follows:
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ORIGINAL DEFINITION ([9]). Let {ta1, . . . , tan} be a set of monomials of
K[t1, . . . , td ]. Suppose that the semigroup ring K[ta1, . . . , tan] is homogeneous, i.e.,
K[ta1, . . . , tan] =
∞⊕
i=0
(K[ta1, . . . , tan])i
with tai ∈ (K[ta1, . . . , tan])1 for all i. Then R is a combinatorial pure subring of
K[ta1, . . . , tan] if there exists a subset T ′ of {t1, . . . , td } such that K[ta1, . . . , tan]∩K[T ′] =
R.
Let AT ′ = {ai : tai ∈ K[T ′]} be a subset of A = {a1, . . . , an} ⊂ Zd≥0. Let
K[x] = K[x1, . . . , xn] and K[xT ′ ] = K[{xi : ai ∈ AT ′ }]. One of the most important
properties of combinatorial pure subrings is [9, Proposition 1.1]:
PROPOSITION 1.1. Work with the same notation as above. If G is the reduced Gröb-
ner basis of IA with respect to a monomial order < on K[x], then G∩K[xT ′ ] is the reduced
Gröbner basis of IAT ′ with respect to a monomial order on K[xT ′ ] induced by <.
Several ring-theoretical properties are preserved ([9, Propositions 1.2 and 1.3]).
PROPOSITION 1.2. If K[ta1, . . . , tan] is normal (resp. Koszul), then any combina-
torial pure subrings of K[ta1, . . . , tan] is normal (resp. Koszul).
The following is not appeared in [9].
THEOREM 1.3. If G is a set of binomial generators of IA, then G ∩ K[xT ′ ] is a set
of binomial generators of IAT ′
Proof. Let G = {g1, . . . , gs} and G′ = G ∩ K[xT ′ ]. Suppose that the binomial




. Since xu − xv belongs to IA, we have




where each mik is a monomial of K[x]. We may assume that xu − xv has minimum N
among such binomials of IAT ′ . Since x
u appears in
∑N
k=1 mikgik , there exists 1 ≤  ≤ N
such that migi = xu − xv′ . Since xu belongs to K[xT ′ ], xv′ belongs to K[xT ′ ] and hence




, xu−xv = migi = xu−xv′ .
Thus
0 = xv′ − xv =
∑
k =
mikgik ∈ IAT ′ .
This contradicts the assumption that xu − xv has minimum N . Q.E.D.
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for above T ′, then we have R = K[tai : ai ∈ A ∩ F ].
On the other hand the following argument leads us to the new definition of combina-
torial pure subring. Let F be a face of the convex hull of A ⊂ Zd and let AF = A ∩ F .
Then there exists a vector vF ∈ Zn such that{
vF · a = m if a ∈ AF
vF · a < m if a ∈ A \ AF
for some integer m. Let b = (δ, . . . , δ) ∈ Zn where δ > 0 is a positive integer such that
ai + b ∈ Zn≥0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. By fundamental row operations, we have(
a1 a2 · · · an




a1 + b a2 + b · · · an + b




a1 + b a2 + b · · · an + b




a1 + b a2 + b · · · an + b
m − vF · a1 m − vF · a2 · · · m − vF · an
)
.
Hence K[A]  K[{ta+bsm−vF ·a : a ∈ A}] ⊂ K[t1, . . . , tn, s]. Since
K[{ta+bsm−vF ·a : a ∈ A}] ∩ K[t1, . . . , tn] = K[{ta+b : a ∈ AF }] ,
it follows that
K[{ta+b : a ∈ AF }]  K[AF ]
is a combinatorial pure subring of
K[{ta+bsm−vF ·a : a ∈ A}]  K[A] .
Thus we have a new definition of combinatorial pure subring [9] as follows:
GEOMETRIC DEFINITION. Let A′ be a subset of A. The subring K[A′] ⊂ K[A] is
a combinatorial pure subring of K[A] if there exists a face F of the convex hull of A such
that A ∩ F = A′.
The properties of combinatorial pure subrings shown in [9] hold for the new definition.
Now we introduce some examples of combinatorial pure subrings which play an im-
portant role later. Let Vn = {ei + ej : 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n} and SVn = {ei + ej : 1 ≤ i < j ≤
n}. Then K[Vn] (resp. K[SVn]) is called the second Veronese subring (resp. squarefree
Veronese subring). By considering the faces F and F ′ associated with the normal vectors
vF = (1, . . . , 1) and vF ′ = (−1, . . . ,−1), we have the following:
LEMMA 1.4. Let Φ+ be one of the configurations B+n and D+n (resp. C+n and BC+n ).
Then K[SVn] (resp. K[Vn]) is a combinatorial pure subring of K[Φ+].
LEMMA 1.5. Let Φ+ be one of the configurations B+n , C+n , D+n and BC+n . Then
K[A+n−1] is a combinatorial pure subring of K[Φ+].
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The following reduced Gröbner basis is constructed in [12, §14]. In this case, the
monomial order <lex is so called the “sorting order.”
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let G1 be the set of binomials
aiaj − e2i,j i < j
aiej,k − ei,j ei,k i = j, i = k, j = k
ei,j ek, − ei,kej, i < j < k < 
ei,ej,k − ei,kej, i < j < k <  .
Then G1 is the reduced Gröbner basis of IVn with respect to the lexicographic order induced
by <lex .
By the elimination property of <lex , we have the following.
COROLLARY 1.7. The set of binomials
ei,j ek, − ei,kej, i < j < k < 
ei,ej,k − ei,kej, i < j < k <  .
is the reduced Gröbner basis of ISVn with respect to the lexicographic order induced by
<lex .
The monomial order <lex is different from that in [8], and the following reduced
Gröbner basis of IA+n−1
is different from that in [8]:
PROPOSITION 1.8. Let G2 be the set of binomials
fi,fj,k − fi,kfj, i < j < k < 
fi,j fj,k − fi,k−1fk−1,k i < j < k − 1
fi,j fj,j+1fk, − fi,j+1fk,−1f−1, i < j, j + 1 < k <  − 1
Then G2 is the reduced Gröbner basis of IA+n−1 with respect to the lexicographic order
induced by <lex .
Proof. Suppose that G2 is not the reduced Gröbner basis of IA+n−1 . Then there ex-
ists an irreducible binomial g = fi1,j1 · · · fir ,jr − fi′1,j ′1 · · · fi′r ,j ′r /∈ G2 belonging to the
reduced Gröbner basis of IA+n−1
. Assume that i1 ≤ · · · ≤ ir and i ′1 ≤ · · · ≤ i ′r . Since
π(fi1,j1 · · · fir ,jr ) = π(fi′1,j ′1 · · · fi′r ,j ′r ), {i1, . . . , ir} ∩ {j1, . . . , jr} = ∅ if and only if{i ′1, . . . , i ′r} ∩ {j ′1, . . . , j ′r } = ∅.
Suppose that {i1, . . . , ir } ∩ {j1, . . . , jr } = ∅. Then we have ir = i ′r . If jr < j ′r , then
there exists 1 ≤ k < r such that jk = j ′r . Since g is irreducible, ik = ir . Hence ik < ir and
jr < jk. Thus fi1,j1 · · · fir ,jr is divided by the initial monomial of fik,jkfir ,jr −fik,jr fir ,jk ∈
G2. This is a contradiction.
Suppose that {i1, . . . , ir } ∩ {j1, . . . , jr} = ∅. Let ik ∈ {i1, . . . , ir} ∩ {j1, . . . , jr }
and i ′
k′ ∈ {i ′1, . . . , i ′r } ∩ {j ′1, . . . , j ′r }. We may assume that k and k′ are maximum among
such indices. Since both terms of g is not divided by the initial monomials of fi,j fj,k −
fi,k−1fk−1,k ∈ G2 with i < j < k−1, jk = ik +1 and j ′k′ = i ′k′ +1. If ik = i ′k′ , then g is not
irreducible. If ik < i ′k′ , then there exists  such that j = j ′k′ = i ′k′ + 1. Since fi1,j1 · · · fir ,jr
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is not divided by the initial monomial of any binomial in G2, we have i = j − 1 = i ′k′ .
This contradicts that g is irreducible. Q.E.D.
EXAMPLE 1.9. If n = 2, 3, then IA+n−1 = {0}. If n = 4, 5, then G2 consists of
quadratic binomials. If n ≥ 6, then the binomial f = f1,2f2,3f4,6 − f1,3f4,5f5,6 of degree
3 belongs to G2 and f is indispensable, i.e., f appears in any minimal set of binomial
generators of IA+n−1
. (See [13] and [11] for general information on indispensable binomials
of toric ideals.)
Thanks to Theorem 1.3, Lemma 1.5 and Example 1.9, we have the following.
PROPOSITION 1.10. If n ≥ 6 and Φ+ is one of the configurations A+n−1, B+n , C+n ,
D+n and BC+n , then IΦ+ is not generated by quadratic binomials. In particular IΦ+ has no
quadratic initial ideal if n ≥ 6.
2. Toric ideals of Cn and Dn
Let m be a monomial belonging to K[a, e, f]. If π(m) = tαsc ∈ K[t, t−1, s] where
α = (α1, . . . , αn), then we set
C(m) = 2c −
n∑
i=1
| αi |≥ 0 .
LEMMA 2.1. If the binomial m1−m2 belongs to IC+n , then we have C(m1) = C(m2).
In particular, C(m1) > 0 if and only if m1 is divided by one of the quadratic monomials
fi,j aj , fi,j fj,k and fi,j ej, with 1 ≤ i < j < k ≤ n and j = .
Proof. If m1 −m2 belongs to IC+n , then π(m1) = π(m2) and hence C(m1) = C(m2).
Since we have C(ai) = C(ei,j ) = C(fi,j ) = 0, C(m1) > 0 if and only if a cancellation
occurs in the computation of π(m1). Q.E.D.
THEOREM 2.2. Let G3 be the set of binomials
aifj,k − ei,j fi,k i, j < k, i = j
fi,j aj − ei,nfj,n i < j ≤ n − 1
fi,nan −fi,n−1en−1,n i ≤ n − 2
ei,kfj, −fi,ej,k i < j < k < 
ei,fj,k −fi,kej, i < j < k < 
ei,j fk, −fi,ej,k i < j < k < 
fi,kej,k −fi,nej,n i ≤ j < k ≤ n − 1
ei,kfj,k −fi,nej,n i < j < k
fi,j ej,k −fi,nek,n i < j < k ≤ n − 1
fi,j ej,n −fi,n−1en−1,n i < j ≤ n − 2
fi,j fj,j+1ek, −fi,j+1fk,ne,n i < j, j + 1 < k <  ≤ n − 1
fi,j fj,j+1ek,n −fi,j+1fk,n−1en−1,n i < j, j + 1 < k ≤ n − 2
fi,j fj,j+1ak −fi,j+1fk,nek,n i < j, j + 1 < k ≤ n − 1
fi,j fn−1,nan −fi,j−1fj−1,j en−1,n i < j − 1 < n − 1 .
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Then G1 ∪ G2 ∪ G3 is the reduced Gröbner basis of IC+n with respect to the lexicographic
order induced by <lex .
Proof. If G = G1 ∪ G2 ∪ G3 is not the reduced Gröbner basis of IC+n , then there exists
an irreducible binomial
g = m1 − m2
= ap1 · · · apq fi1,j1 · · · fir ,jr ek1,1 · · · ekθ ,θ − ap′1 · · · ap′q′ fi′1,j ′1 · · ·fi′r′ ,j ′r′ ek′1,′1 · · · ek′θ ′ ,′θ ′
∈ IC+n
such that m1 and m2 are not divided by any monomials belonging to in(G). Let π(m1) =
tΛst with Λ = (λ1, . . . , λn) and π(m2) = tΛ′st ′ with Λ′ = (λ′1, . . . , λ′n). Since g ∈ IC+n ,
we have π(m1) = π(m2), that is, Λ = Λ′ and t = t ′. Then q+r+θ = t = t ′ = q ′+r ′+θ ′
and 2q +2θ = ∑ni=1 λi = ∑ni=1 λ′i = 2q ′+2θ ′. Thus q +θ = q ′ +θ ′ and r = r ′. Thanks
to Lemmas 1.4 and 1.5 together with Propositions 1.6 and 1.8, we have g /∈ K[a, e] and
g /∈ K[f]. Hence q + θ ≥ 1 and r ≥ 1.
[CASE 1.] q ≥ 1.
Since aiaj (i < j ) and aiej,k (i = j, k) belong to in(G), we have p1 = · · · = pq =
1 = · · · = θ . (If p1 = ki , then exchange ki for i .)
[SUBCASE 1.1.] p1 = n.
Since g is irreducible, m2 is not divided by an. Hence λ′n ≤ θ ′. If n /∈ {j1, . . . , jr },
then λn = 2q + θ > θ ′ ≥ λ′n. This contradicts to λn = λ′n. Thus n ∈ {j1, . . . , jr }. Since
fi,nan (i ≤ n − 2) and fi,j fn−1,nan (i < j − 1 < n − 1) belong to in(G), it follows that
jh = ih + 1 for all 1 ≤ h ≤ r . Moreover since ei,nfn−1,n (i < n − 1) belong to in(G), we
have k1 = · · · = kθ = n − 1. Considering the inner product
(2en) · (1, 2, . . . , n) = 2n
(en−1 + en) · (1, 2, . . . , n) = 2n − 1
(ei − ei+1) · (1, 2, . . . , n) = −1 ,
the inner product Λ · (1, 2, . . . , n) is
Λ · (1, 2, . . . , n) = 2nq + (2n − 1)θ − r
and Λ′ · (1, 2, . . . , n) satisfies
Λ′ · (1, 2, . . . , n) ≤ 2(n − 1)q ′ + (2n − 2)θ ′ − r
= (2n − 2)(q ′ + θ ′) − r
= (2n − 2)(q + θ) − r
= 2nq + (2n − 1)θ − r − (2q + θ)
< 2nq + (2n − 1)θ − r .
This contradicts to Λ = Λ′.
[SUBCASE 1.2.] p1 = n.
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Since aifj,k (i, j < k, i = j) and fi,j aj (i < j ≤ n − 1) belong to in(G), either
ih < jh < p1 or p1 = ih < jh holds for all 1 ≤ h ≤ r . Let u (resp. u′) denote the
number of indices α with iα = p1 (resp. i ′α = p1). Since p1 = jh holds for all 1 ≤ h ≤ r ,
2q + θ + u = λp1 = λ′p1 ≤ θ ′ + u′. Thus u′ ≥ 2q + θ + u − θ ′ = q + q ′ + u > u ≥ 0
and hence u′ > u. Since u′ > 0, there exists j (> p1) such that m2 is divided by fp1,j .
CLAIM 1. C(m2) ≥ u′.
Suppose that m2 is divided by fp1,j . If λj = λ′j < 0, then there exists 1 ≤ k ≤ r
such that jk = j . Since p1 < jk , we have p1 = ik < jk. Hence m1 is divided by fp1,j and
this is a contradiction. Thus λj = λ′j ≥ 0 if m2 is divided by fp1,j . This means that t−1j
of all π(fp1,j ) in π(m2) is canceled in the computation of π(m2). Hence we have C(m2) ≥
u′. 
CLAIM 2. C(m1) ≤ u.
Recall that either ih < jh < p1 or p1 = ih < jh holds for all 1 ≤ h ≤ r . Since
fi,j ej,k (i < j < k ≤ n − 1) and fi,j fj,j+1ak (i < j, j + 1 < k ≤ n − 1) belong to
in(G) and p1 = n, t−1j of π(fi,j ) in π(m1) is not canceled in the computation of π(m1) if
i < j < p1. Hence all of the cancellation in the computation of π(m1) occur in π(fp1,j )
in π(m1). Thus we have C(m1) ≤ u. 
Thanks to Claims 1 and 2, u ≥ C(m1) = C(m2) ≥ u′. This contradicts to u < u′.
[CASE 2.] q = q ′ = 0.
Then, r = r ′ ≥ 1, θ = θ ′ ≥ 1 and
g = m1 − m2 = fi1,j1 · · ·fir ,jr ek1,1 · · · ekθ ,θ − fi′1,j ′1 · · · fi′r ,j ′r ek′1,′1 · · · ek′θ ,′θ .
By virtue of Proposition 1.6, we may assume that (see [12, p. 142])
i1 ≤ · · · ≤ ir ,
i ′1 ≤ · · · ≤ i ′r ,
k1 ≤ · · · ≤ kθ ≤ 1 ≤ · · · ≤ θ ,
k1 < 1 ,
...
kθ < θ ,
k′1 ≤ · · · ≤ k′θ ≤ ′1 ≤ · · · ≤ ′θ ,
k′1 < ′1 ,
...
k′θ < ′θ .
First, we show the following fact (∗)
mp is divided by fi,j fj,j+1 ⇒ mp is divided by en−1,n (∗)
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Suppose that m1 is divided by fi,j fj,j+1. Since ei,j fk, (i < j < k < ), ei,fj,k (i < j <
k < ), fi,j fj,j+1ek, (i < j, j + 1 < k <  ≤ n− 1) and fi,j fj,j+1ek,n (i < j, j + 1 <
k ≤ n − 2) belong to in(G), either kh or h belongs to {j, j + 1} for all 1 ≤ h ≤ θ .
Moreover, since fi,kej,k (i ≤ j < k ≤ n − 1) and ei,kfj,k (i < j < k) belong to in(G),
it follows that j ≤ kh < h. Finally, since fi,j ej,k (i < j < k ≤ n − 1) and fi,j ej,n
(i < j ≤ n − 2) belong to in(G), we have kh = n − 1 and h = n for all 1 ≤ h ≤ θ . Thus
the fact (∗) holds.
[SUBCASE 2.1.] m1 is divided by en−1,n.
Then kθ = n − 1 ≤ 1 ≤ · · · ≤ θ ≤ n. Hence λn−1 + λn ≥ θ + 1 − C(m1).
On the other hand, since m2 is not divided by en−1,n and thanks to the fact (∗), m2 is not
divided by fi′,j fj,j+1. Hence λ′n−1 + λ′n ≤ θ − C(m2). Since λn−1 + λn = λ′n−1 + λ′n,
θ + 1 − C(m1) ≤ θ − C(m2). Thus we have C(m2) < C(m1) and this contradicts to Lemma
2.1.
[SUBCASE 2.2.] Neither m1 nor m2 is divided by en−1,n.
Thanks to (∗) above, both m1 and m2 are divided by neither fi,j fj,j+1 nor fi,n−1en−1,n.
Hence, in the computation of π(mi), a cancellation occurs only in π(fi,nej,n) (i ≤ j < n)
where fi,nej,n divides mi . In particular, C(mi) > 0 if and only if mi is divided by fi,nej,n
for some i ≤ j < n.
CLAIM. For each jξ , there exists ξ ′ such that jξ = j ′ξ ′ .
If jξ = n, then t−1jξ is not canceled in the computation of π(m1). Hence 0 > λjξ =
λ′jξ . Thus there exists ξ ′ such that jξ = j ′ξ ′ . If jξ = n and C(m1) = C(m2) = 0, then t−1n
is not canceled in the computation of π(m1). Hence 0 > λn = λ′n. Thus there exists ξ ′
such that jξ = j ′ξ ′ = n. If jξ = n and C(m1) = C(m2) > 0, then a cancellation occurs
in the computation of π(m2). Hence fi,nej,n divides m2 for some i ≤ j < n. Thus there
exists ξ ′ such that jξ = j ′ξ ′ = n. 
We now consider the following two cases.
SUBCASE 2.2.1. ir = i ′r , say ir > i ′r .
• If k1 < ir , then 1 = ir and ir ∈ {kη, η} for all η since ei,kfj, (i < j <
k < ), ei,fj,k (i < j < k < ), ei,j fk, (i < j < k < ), ei,kfj,k
(i < j < k) and ei,j ek, (i < j < k < ) belong to in(G). Then we have
θ + 1 ≤ λir = λ′ir ≤ θ . This is a contradiction.
• If ir ≤ k1(≤ · · · ≤ kθ ≤ 1 ≤ · · · ≤ θ ), then we have








λ′i ≤ 2θ − C(m2)
since cancellations in the computation of π(mi) occur only at t−1n . Hence
C(m2) < C(m1) and this is a contradiction.
SUBCASE 2.2.2. ir = i ′r .
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Since g is irreducible, jr = j ′r , say jr < j ′r . Then there exists ξ such that
jξ = j ′r > jr . Since fi,fj,k (i < j < k < ) belongs to in(G), we have ir ≤ iξ .
Hence iξ = ir = i ′r . This contradicts that g is irreducible. Q.E.D.
By virtue of the elimination property of the lexicographic order <lex , we have the
following immediately.
COROLLARY 2.3. Work with the same notation as above. Then (G1 ∪ G2 ∪ G3) ∩
K[f, e] is the reduced Gröbner basis of ID+n with respect to the lexicographic order induced
by <lex .
3. Toric ideals of Bn and BCn
THEOREM 3.1. Let G4 be the set of binomials
aifj,k − ei,j fi,k i, j < k, i = j
fi,j aj − bibj i < j
fi,j fj,j+1ak − fi,j+1b2k i < j, j + 1 < k
ei,kfj, − fi,ej,k i < j < k < 
ei,fj,k − fi,kej, i < j < k < 
ei,j fk, − fi,ej,k i < j < k < 
fi,j ej,k − bibk i < j, j = k
fi,j fj,j+1ek, − fi,j+1bkb i < j, j + 1 < k < 
fi,j fj,j+1bk − fi,j+1fk,nbn i < j, j + 1 < k ≤ n − 1
fi,j bj − fi,nbn i < j ≤ n − 1
bifj,k − fi,kbj i < j < k
biej,k − ei,kbj i < j < k
ei,j bk − ei,kbj i < j < k
aibj − biei,j i = j .
Then G1 ∪ G2 ∪ G4 is the reduced Gröbner basis of IBC+n with respect to the lexicographic
order <lex .
Proof. If G = G1 ∪ G2 ∪ G4 is not the reduced Gröbner basis of IBC+n , then there
exists an irreducible binomial g = m1 − m2 ∈ IBC+n where
m1 = aα1 · · · aαpbβ1 · · · bβqfi1,j1 · · · fir ,jr ek1,1 · · · ekθ ,θ
m2 = aα′1 · · · aα′p′ bβ ′1 · · · bβ ′q′ fi′1,j ′1 · · ·fi′r′ ,j ′r′ ek′1,′1 · · · ek′θ ′ ,′θ ′
are not divided by any monomials belonging to in(G). Let π(m1) = tΛst with Λ =
(λ1, . . . , λn) and π(m2) = tΛ′st ′ with Λ′ = (λ′1, . . . , λ′n). Since g ∈ IBC+n , we have
π(m1) = π(m2), that is, Λ = Λ′ and t = t ′. Then p+q+r+θ = t = t ′ = p′+q ′+r ′+θ ′
and 2p + q + 2θ = ∑ni=1 λi = ∑ni=1 λ′i = 2p′ + q ′ + 2θ ′. Thus q + 2r = q ′ + 2r ′.
Thanks to Lemmas 1.4 and 1.5 together with Propositions 1.6 and 1.8, we have g /∈ K[a, e]




λi<0 −λi < r if and only if m1 is divided by either fi,j fj,j+1 or fi,nbn.
[CASE 1.] m1 is divided by either fi,j fj,j+1 or fi,nbn.
Since aifj,k (i, j < k, i = j), fi,j aj (i < j), aibj (i = j) and fi,j fj,j+1ak (i <
j, j + 1 < k) belong to in(G) we have p = 0. Moreover, since ei,fj,k (i < j < k < ),
ei,j fk, (i < j < k < ), fi,j ej,k (i < j), fi,j fj,j+1ek, (i < j, j + 1 < k < )
and ei,j bk (i < j < k) belong to in(G) we have θ = 0. Thus p = θ = 0 and hence
q = 2p′ + q ′ + 2θ ′ ≥ 1. Moreover if m1 is divided by fi,j fj,j+1, then we have βξ = n for
all 1 ≤ ξ ≤ q since fi,j fj,j+1bk (i < j, j + 1 < k ≤ n − 1), fi,j bj (i < j ≤ n − 1) and
bifj,k (i < j < k) belong to in(G). On the other hand, if m1 is divided by fi,nbn, then bn
appears in m1 naturally.
Thus p = θ = 0, q = 2p′ + q ′ + 2θ ′, q + r = p′ + q ′ + r ′ + θ ′ and bn appears in
m1. Then r ′ = p′ + θ ′ + r ≥ r . Since g is irreducible, bn does not appear in m2. It then







−λi < r .
This is a contradiction.








−λ′i = r ′ . ()
[SUBCASE 2.1.] r > 0.
We may assume that j1 ≤ · · · ≤ jr and j ′1 ≤ · · · ≤ j ′r . Thanks to (), we have
j1 = j ′1. Suppose that i1 > i ′1. Since aifj,k (i, j < k, i = j), bifj,k (i < j < k) and
fi,fj,k (i < j < k < ) belong to in(G), none of ai′1 , bi′1 and fi′1,ξ appears in m1. Thus
ei′1,ξ appears in m1. Since ei,kfj, (i < j < k < ), ei,fj,k (i < j < k < ), ei,j fk,
(i < j < k < ) and fi,j ej,k (i < j) belong to in(G), we have ξ = i1. It then follows
that αh = i1 for all 1 ≤ h ≤ p, βh = i1 for all 1 ≤ h ≤ q and i1 ∈ {kh, h} for all
1 ≤ h ≤ θ . Hence 2p + q + θ + 1 ≤ λi1 = λ′i1 . Thus there exists 1 ≤ ξ ≤ r such that
i ′ξ = i1. Then j ′ξ > j1 and hence there exists 1 < η ≤ r such that jη = j ′ξ . Since fi,fj,k
(i < j < k < ) and ei,j fk, (i < j < k < ) belong to in(G), we have iη = i1 = i ′ξ . This
contradicts to g is irreducible.
[SUBCASE 2.2.] r (= r ′) = 0.
In this case, q = q ′ ≥ 1 holds. If p ≥ 1, then we have α1 = · · · = αp = β1 = · · · =
βq = 1 = · · · = θ since aiaj (i < j ), aiej,k (i = j, k) and aibj (i = j) belong to in(G).
Hence
λα1 = 2p + q + θ = p + p′ + q ′ + θ ′ > q ′ + θ ′ ≥ λ′α1 .
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This is a contradiction. Thus p = p′ = 0 and θ = θ ′ holds. Let β1 ≤ · · · ≤ βq and
β ′1 ≤ · · · ≤ β ′q . By virtue of [12, §14], we may assume that
k1 ≤ · · · ≤ kθ ≤ 1 ≤ · · · ≤ θ
k′1 ≤ · · · ≤ k′θ ≤ ′1 ≤ · · · ≤ ′θ .
Moreover, since biej,k (i < j < k) and ei,j bk (i < j < k) belong to in(G), we have
kθ ≤ β1 ≤ · · · ≤ βq ≤ 1
k′θ ≤ β ′1 ≤ · · · ≤ β ′q ≤ ′1 .
Since π(m1) = π(m2), we have
(k1, . . . , kθ , β1, . . . , βq, 1, . . . , θ ) = (k′1, . . . , k′θ , β ′1, . . . , β ′q , ′1, . . . , ′θ ) ,
and hence m1 = m2. This is a contradiction. Q.E.D.
Again, by virtue of the elimination property of the lexicographic order <lex , we have
the following immediately.
COROLLARY 3.2. Work with the same notation as above. Then (G1 ∪ G2 ∪ G4) ∩
K[b, f, e] is the reduced Gröbner basis of IB+n with respect to the lexicographic order in-
duced by <lex .
4. The normalized volume of the convex hull of Φ+
In this section, following Gelfand–Graev–Postnikov’s motivation, we study the nor-
malized volume of the convex hull of Φ+. We mainly consider the case n ≥ 3 because
there are two exceptional cases for n = 2 (see Appendix A.1). Gelfand–Graev–Postnikov
[6] computed the normalized volume of the convex hull of A+n−1 ∪{0} by a regular unimod-
ular triangulation.
PROPOSITION 4.1 ([6]). For n ≥ 2, we have







Moreover, Fong [5] computed the (normalized) volume of other root systems. Her method
is similar to that in [6].
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REMARK 4.3. The volume vol(P(Φ+)) written in [5, p. 17] is Euclidian volume.
So, the formula in Proposition 4.2 is different from that in [5]. The transformation formula





where ZΦ+ = {∑σ∈Φ+ zσ σ : zσ ∈ Z} ⊂ Zd . It is easy to see that
[Zd : ZB+n ] = [Zd : ZBC+n ] = 1 ,
[Zd : ZC+n ] = [Zd : ZD+n ] = 2 .
It is natural to ask the normalized volume of conv(Φ+). Kitamura [8] studied A+n−1 as
follows.
PROPOSITION 4.4 ([8]). Let n ≥ 3. Then








The purpose of the present section is to compute the normalized volume for other root
systems by using Gröbner bases. First of all, we compute the dimension of these polytopes.
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let n ≥ 3. Then
dim(conv(A+n−1)) = dim(conv(A+n−1 ∪ {0}))=n − 1
dim(conv(Φ+)) = dim(conv(Φ+ ∪ {0})) = n
where Φ ∈ {Bn, Cn, Dn, BCn}.
Proof. Since A+n−1 ⊂ A+n−1∪{0} ⊂ Rn and A+n−1∪{0} is contained in the hyperplane
H = {a ∈ Rn : a · (1, . . . , 1) = 0}, we have
dim(conv(A+n−1)) ≤ dim(conv(A+n−1 ∪ {0})) ≤ n − 1 .
The initial ideal of IA+n−1
with respect to <lex is generated by the initial monomial of bino-
mials in G2 (see Proposition 1.8) and does not contain the monomial f1,2f2,3 · · · fn−1,nf1,3.
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Hence the regular triangulation corresponding to this initial ideal has a simplex σ whose
vertices are e1 − e2, e2 − e3, . . . , en−1 − en, e1 − e3. Since dim(σ ) = n − 1, we have
n − 1 ≤ dim(conv(A+n−1)) ≤ dim(conv(A+n−1 ∪ {0})) ≤ n − 1
as desired.
For the second statement, since D+n ⊂ B+n , C+n , BC+n ⊂ Rn, it is sufficient to show
the case Φ = Dn. The initial ideal of ID+n with respect to <lex is generated by the initial
monomial of binomials in Corollary 2.3 and does not contain the monomial f1,2f2,3 · · ·
fn−1,nf1,3en−1,n. Hence the regular triangulation corresponding to this initial ideal has a
simplex σ whose vertices are e1 − e2, e2 − e3, . . . , en−1 − en, e1 − e3, en−1 + en. Since
dim(σ ) = n, we have
n ≤ dim(conv(D+n )) ≤ dim(conv(D+n ∪ {0})) ≤ n
as desired. Q.E.D.
Let x be the variable corresponding to the origin 0 ∈ Rn, that is, π(x) = s. Let <̃lex
be the lexicographic order on K[a, b, f, e, x] defined by
x
> a1 > · · · > an
> f1,2 > f2,3 > f1,3 > · · · > fn−1,n > · · · > f1,n
> en−1,n > en−2,n−1 > en−2,n > · · · > e1,2 > · · · > e1,n
> b1 > · · · > bn .
Let Δ̃ be the regular triangulation of conv(Φ+ ∪ {0}) with <̃lex and let Δ the regular
triangulation of conv(Φ+) with <lex . The following lemma [12, Proposition 8.6] is a key.
LEMMA 4.6. Work with the same notation as above. Then we have
Δ̃ = Δ ∪ { conv(F ∪ {0}) : F is a face of Δ which is visible from the origin 0} .
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let n ≥ 3 and let Φ be one of the root systems Bn, Cn, Dn and
BCn. Then
vol(conv(Φ+)) = vol(conv(Φ+ ∪ {0})) − 1 .
Proof. By virtue of Lemma 4.6, it is sufficient to show that
(i) there exists exactly one maximal simplex σ ∈ Δ̃ such that 0 is a vertex of σ ;
(ii) vol(σ ) = 1.
Since the origin is a vertex of conv(Φ+ ∪ {0}), there exists a maximal simplex σ ∈ Δ̃
such that 0 is a vertex of σ . Since
xfi,j − fi,j−1fj−1,j (i < j − 1) ,
xei,j − ei,nfj,n (i < j < n) ,
xei,n − fi,n−1fn−1,n (i < n − 1) ,
belong to IΦ+∪{0} and the initial monomial is the first term, none of
ei − ej (i < j − 1) ,
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ei + ej (i < j < n) ,
ei + en (i < n − 1) ,
is a vertex of σ . Thus we have the following: (i) if ei − ej is a vertex of σ , then j = i + 1;
(ii) if ei + ej is a vertex of σ , then i = n − 1, j = n.
CASE 1. Φ = Dn
By the above argument, the set of vertices of σ is the subset of
V = {0, en−1 + en} ∪ {ei − ei+1 : 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1} .
Since dim(σ ) = n, σ has n + 1 vertices. Thus V is the vertex set of σ .
CASE 2. Φ = Cn
Since
xai − ei,nfi,n (i = n) ,
xen−1,n − fn−1,nan
belong to IΦ+∪{0} and the initial monomial is the first term, none of 2ei (i = n), en−1 + en
is a vertex of σ . Hence the set of vertices of σ is the subset of
V = {0, 2en} ∪ {ei − ei+1 : 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1} .
Since σ has n + 1 vertices, V is the vertex set of σ .
CASE 3. Φ = Bn
Since
xei,j − bibj (i = j),
xbi − fi,nbn (i = n)
belong to IΦ+∪{0} and the initial monomial is the first term, none of ei + ej (i = j), ei
(i = n), is a vertex of σ . Hence the set of vertices of σ is the subset of
V = {0, en} ∪ {ei − ei+1 : 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1} .
Since σ has n + 1 vertices, V is the vertex set of σ .
CASE 4. Φ = BCn
Since
xei,j − bibj (i = j),
xbi − fi,nbn (i = n)
xai − b2i
belong to IΦ+∪{0} and the initial monomial is the first term, none of ei + ej (i = j), ei
(i = n), 2ei is a vertex of σ . Hence the set of vertices of σ is the subset of
V = {0, en} ∪ {ei − ei+1 : 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1} .
Since σ has n + 1 vertices, V is the vertex set of σ .
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Thus the condition (i) holds. By computing the determinant of the n × n matrix Aσ
whose row vectors are vertices of σ which are not the origin, the condition (ii), i.e.,
vol(σ ) = det(Aσ )[Zd : ZΦ+] = 1
holds as desired. Q.E.D.
A. Appendix
A.1. Configurations of positive roots with n = 2
We discuss vol(conv(Φ+)) with n = 2. For n = 2, the configurations are as follows:
A+1 = {e1 − e2} ,
D+2 = {e1 − e2, e1 + e2} ,
B+2 = {e1 − e2, e1 + e2, e1, e2} ,
C+2 = {e1 − e2, e1 + e2, 2e1, 2e2} ,
BC+2 = {e1 − e2, e1 + e2, e1, e2, 2e1, 2e2} .
The convex hull of each configuration is
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If Φ ∈ {A1, D2}, then both conv(Φ+) and conv(Φ+ ∪ {0}) are simplices with
dim(conv(Φ+)) + 1 = dim(conv(Φ+ ∪ {0})). Thus vol(conv(Φ+)) = vol(conv(Φ+ ∪
{0})) = 1.
If Φ ∈ {B2, C2, BC2}, then we have dim(conv(Φ+)) = dim(conv(Φ+ ∪ {0})) = 2
and vol(conv(Φ+)) + 1 = vol(conv(Φ+ ∪ {0})).
REMARK A.1. Let n = 2. Then the statement of Propositions 4.5 and 4.7 are true
if Φ ∈ {B2, C2, BC2}.
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